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For Immediate Release
Do It In-A-Flash
Avanquest announces the launch of ‘In-a-Flash’ to add to its wide portfolio of software products
published in the UK.
If you have ever wanted to liven up websites introductions, marketing banners or advertisements but never
had the time or software, well with the arrival of ‘In a Flash’ almost any piece of work can be
transformed into flash animations within minutes.
In A Flash Suite brings you 3 terrific tools to make the most out of your ordinary documents.
•In A Flash Pro 3.2 makes it easy for anyone to build their own animations using customisable
animation effects such as rotations, sweeps, explosions and much more. Plus you could even add your own
narrations or other audio tracks.
•FlashLab 1.1 allows both beginners and sophisticated Flash users to quickly and easily browse and
convert Flash files. Using the preview window allows you to see the size, version, width, height, frames
per second and number of frames quickly and easily. Furthermore you can convert your Flash animations
into eye catching screen savers and Desktop Backgrounds.
•PowerFlash provides you with a Microsoft PowerPoint add in tool creating a toolbar and menu item
giving you an “Insert Flash” opportunity within minutes.
In A Flash retails at £39.95 inc. VAT. Further information can be found at www.netgui.co.uk.
About Avanquest UK Limited
Avanquest UK, part of the Global Software Publishing Network, Avanquest, republishes titles under its own
established brands as well as operating virtual offices for leading developers and acting as an exclusive
distribution partner for others. Avanquest’s consumer product portfolio includes Utilities, Graphics,
Music, Astronomy, Digital Imaging and more.
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